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The possibility that the lunar surface represents merely the last stages 
of the accretion process that formed the Moon has not received much atten- 
tion (1,2,3). Yet, this is clearly a question of overriding importance to 
the entire lunar investigation program. 

Very strong evidence concerning the lunar soil, such as its exposure 
record, its state of deposition, as well as radar and seismic evidence, now 
appears to us to make the case that the surface material fell in more or 
less in its present form, rather than that it is the consequence of meteori- 
tic grinding of a lunar endogenic crust. Further evidence concerning the 
Apollo 17 orange soil, the mascons and their absence on the back, and the 
many indications of surface denudation and deposition all speak for infall 
and surface transportation processes as having been the dominant effects. 

Many investigators believe that the chemical evidence has proved the 
opposite case, namely that a chemical differentiation history on the Moon 
must have preceded the production of the present soil. That these differen- 
tiation processes occurred in the material that came to form the lunar soil 
cannot be doubted. However, there is no way of knowing where this happened. 
So long as we have no clear understanding of the origin of the Moon, any 
assumption concerning the original nature of the material must be a weak 
and needlessly restrictive one. 

It has been claimed that the lunar chemical analysis has shown the 
material to represent to some extent a closed chemical system. This claim 
can be doubted, but in any case it would not affect the present debate, 
since the same considerations of chemistry can be applied to a previous 
body whose surface material may have become the dominant contribution to the 
outer few kilometers of the Moon. 

Nor can the regional distribution be taken to prove that case. It is 
clear that a large amount of vertical redistribution has taken place on the 
Moon, such as the deep excavations of the great basins and the deposition of 
that material to form the surrounding mountains. Therefore any vertical 
differences, resulting from a compositional change in the course of the 
accretion, will exhibit themselves as regional differences now. Denudation 
of high ground keeps exhibiting the lower material there (and crater pro- 
files show that generally more than 2 km have been removed), while the last 
addition must dominate on the flat low ground. Thus differences among suc- 
cessive layers of the accreted material tend to show themselves as dif- 
ferences between high and low ground. 

The lunar soil shows generally a remarkably high surface exposure, as 
judged by its cosmic ray tracks, by its implanted gases, and by its surface 
sputter or condensation deposited layer. If this degree of surface exposure 
occurred during the entire age of the Moon at the present rate, only a thin 
layer could have been treated, however well the material was stirred or 
moved. The estimates of the maximum amount so treated range from a few tens 
of centimeters to a few meters. While this may perhaps seem adequate to 
account for the material investigated in the form of the three meter drill 
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cores, it is far from adequate when the stirring by larger crater forming 
events is taken into account. Much of the material now in the top few 
meters must have come from nearby craters that are many tens of meters deep. 
A substantial admixture of unexposed material should therefore be present 
almost everywhere in the soil. 

Apart from the total amount of surface exposure, the distribution also 
cannot be accounted for. If random stirring were held responsible for 
bringing grains to the surface for exposure, then even the most vigorous 
stirring would still give a much larger proportion of unexposed grains than 
is found. A computer simulation st~dy(4~5)demonstrates this clearly. 

Furthermore, most of the core tubes investigated show many very dis- 
tinctive layers, with differences of grain size, albedo and chemical composi- 
tion. However these layers might be produced, their presence argues against 
the supposition that the soil has generally been stirred exceedingly 
thoroughly so that most grains could acquire their surface exposure. 

If on the other hand direct infall were responsible for the soil, then 
the observed exposure record would refer to both the exposure suffered by a 
grain before and after landing on .the Moon. Exposure of a tenuous cloud of 
grains would then be needed only for a short time, on account of the much 
greater surface area presented; each grain in the cloud may receive an ex- 
posure rate as high as only the uppermost layer does on the Moon. Infall of 
small grains onto a surface that is itself composed of loosely packed small 
grains will not eradicate either cosmic ray tracks by heat annealing or 
destroy surface.deposits, so long as the infall speeds are only of the order 
of the escape speed of the Moon (2.4 km/sec). In fact, planetary accretion 
processes may well supply grains out of gradually attenuating orbits, and the 
impact speed would then be as low as 1.7 km/sec (the lunar orbital velocity), 
assuring the almost complete preservation of all details of the grains. 

The Apollo 17 orange soil demonstrates a history of having been frozen 
from melt in space, and then, as completely hard particles--mainly small 
spheres or spheroids--having impacted the surface. Electron microscopy 
studies, performed in our laboratories, on a large number of beads show them 
to exhibit a very uniform degree of damage; the large beads have mostly one 
large area of damage on them, and the small ones have a small area of damage. 
In contrast with most rock chips' there appear no hypervelocity impact craters 
on any of this material. Detailed skatistics show that the damage observed 
must be almost entirely the one resulting from the infall of the material 
itself, not from any subsequent bombardment. Measurements of the breaking 
strength of the beads indicate that a high speed of impact into the soft 
lunar soil would have been required to cause the observed degree of damage; 
a speed of 1.7 km/sec, the lunar orbital speed, seems to be inadequate. 
Pending experimental results with glass beads of similar strength, shot into 
lunar surface type of material, one can only make approximate calculations 
to define the speed these objects must have had. Our estimates suggest a 
speed between 3 and 4 km/sec, well above the orbital speed. In that case 
this material was part of an infall, and not merely distributed from another 
location on the Moon. In any case the fall must have covered a large area, 
possibly the entire Moon, and the small patch found is the consequence of 
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other processes having preserved it unmixed and having brought it to the 
surface in this location (as well as many others, perhaps, that the astro- 
nauts did not happen to visit). The material, though chemically distinctive 
from most of the lunar material, is nevertheless of a lunar type of composi- 
tion so far as many abundance ratios are concerned. If it came into the 
Moon at more than orbital speed and hence from a non-lunar source, the pre- 
sumption must be that the rest of the soil, being chemically similar, also 
came from that source. The orange soil thus provides an extremely useful 
sample of lunar soil for the deduction whether it all is of lunar or extra- 
lunar origin. 

The various radar observations and the seismic measurements combine to 
show the absence of any discontinuity to a general layer of higher density 
underlying the soil at a shallow depth, but are compatible with a soil that 
gradually gets more compacted with depth in addition to local variations of 
compaction. This is the situation that would be expected from the infall 
of powder as well as larger bodies. The largest impacts will have left 
liquefied rock and this may well be the origin of the crystalline rocks, 
later scattered by smaller Impacts. Soil being an older constituent than the 
rocks would fit in well with nuclear age dating. 

The lunar gravity anomalies called "mascons" have a ready explanation 
if surface flows have tended to raise the floor level of low areas previously 
hydrostat~cally balanced. Where no such surface flows occurred there should 
be no mascons. Where a large impact had left a pattern of concentric rings 
and valleys the gravity map should merely reflect these remaining departures 
from equilibrium--just as is the case in Mare Orientale--while any subsequent 
addition of material by surface flow would generate a positive gravity 
anomaly. On this basis the depressions on the back of the Moon, being un- 
filled, should represent no gravity anomalies. This appears now to have 
been observed. 

The suggestion that the presence of lava on the front side facilitated 
the generation of mascons would imply that the more fluid face produced the 
larger amounts of hydrostatic imbalance--a most unlikely conclusion. 

Lastly, the extreme similarity of the surface of Mercury to that of 
the Moon suggesks that no complex interplay of internal and external activity 
should be Invoked, for it would be most unlikely to have been so similar 
for two bodies that are internally so different. There is no problem if 
this is the appearance of a surface generated by infall and the common 
external effects. 
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